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Improving Operations with 
Digital Ordering Metrics

By Richard Slawsky  |  Contributing writer

Brands often think their digital ordering platform is working 
just fine, when in fact it may not be maximizing results.
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As restaurant brands seek to distinguish themselves from their competitors and increase 
sales and profits, many have incorporated digital ordering into their operations as part of a 
strategy to accomplish those goals.

Adopting digital ordering to improve operations is a safe bet. According to a survey 
conducted by Los Angeles-based Tillster, a provider of digital ordering technology, more 
than 65 percent of customers would order more often if a restaurant provided online 
ordering, and more than 73 percent would visit more if pre-ordering for pick-up were offered.

But while more and more brands are making digital ordering available, for some it’s not 
optimized or isn’t a good reflection of the experience in the restaurant. If the orders are 
flowing in they tend to think everything is going well, but they haven’t given much thought  
to whether their platform is effective at delivering a real return on investment. 

In addition, many aren’t taking full advantage of the operational insights digital ordering  
can offer.
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If you’ve added digital ordering, are you using it to grow and enhance your business? Are 
digital customers ordering more frequently than the average person who’s walking in off 
the street? Are they spending more? Are they trying new items? Can you take an infrequent 
customer and get them to order more frequently?

And ultimately, are you able to segment your audience well enough to talk to them on a one-
on-one basis, and get the most out of each one of the groups, maximizing the lifetime value 
these customers represent?  

In many cases the answer to these questions, and others, is buried in the data that can be 
gleaned from a brand’s digital ordering platform. Unfortunately, many brands are unaware 
of what measurements can be derived from digital ordering, what are the most important 
elements to track, and how to leverage that information to improve their operations.

Laying out the process

For a multi-unit restaurant operator, increasing sales or reducing costs across the entire 
chain can have a significant impact. Increasing sales by $100 a day across a 200-unit chain 
by optimizing its digital ordering platform, for example, can result in nearly $7.3 million a year 
in additional revenue. If those restaurants average $40,000 per week in sales, cutting costs 
by just 1 percent can add an additional $4.2 million to the bottom line.
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But when embarking on a strategy to leverage a digital ordering platform to increase sales 
and/or improve the bottom line, it’s worthwhile to identify the stakeholders in the process 
and define their goals. 

Typically, the stakeholders in a restaurant chain might include the marketing team, which 
is concerned with deriving actionable metrics from the digital ordering platform. Which 
promotions are garnering the most success? Are some items more popular in some areas 
compared with others? Does the placement of menu items on a website or app affect the 
sales of those?

The tech team, on the other hand, might be concerned about the operation of the platform 
itself. Does it slow down or crash during extremely busy periods? Does the flow of the order 
process make sense and provide an enjoyable experience for users?  Most importantly, 
does it expand flawlessly during peak periods and handle all the added traffic?

The operational team might be concerned about usability from the perspective of the 
restaurant. Restaurants typically have a higher turnover rate than other businesses, so it 
makes sense to be concerned as to whether the platform can be used with a minimum 
of training.  In addition, does it allow for the flexibility a franchisee team may need for the 
pricing or menu?
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And finally, do each of the stakeholders have specific priorities beyond those listed above? 
Those might include driving a higher check average to increase revenue, or promoting 
higher-margin items as a way to lower food costs. Optimizing a digital ordering platform to 
increase speed of service or simply provide a best-in-class ordering experience might be 
priorities as well.

Obtaining value from the data

What sort of things should a brand be measuring with its digital ordering platform? The 
answer to that question isn’t always obvious, and can be different for different operations. 

Digital ordering in a restaurant bears little resemblance to traditional e-commerce. 
Online shopping is generally a discretionary proposition in which customers engage only 
occasionally, and where in most cases they already have a good idea of what they’re going 
to buy. On the other hand, people make choices about what they’re going to eat several 
times a day. And in many cases, they haven’t yet made their dining decision when beginning 
the ordering process. That’s where optimizing the platform can pay off.

But for most brands, their value lies in their ability to create a dining experience that pleases 
the customer, and not in their ability to analyze data. For that, a brand needs to look for 
partners that understand the metrics that can be obtained from a digital ordering platform, 
what metrics a brand needs in order to accomplish its goals, and how to turn those metrics 
into action.

Tillster, for example, has more than a decade of history working with and understanding 
metrics, and using the insight gained to improve operations. The company has already 
partnered with some of the world’s leading restaurant brands, and its digital ordering 
platform facilitates more than 50 million orders a year.

Tillster recognizes that not every brand has the same priorities, and as such can derive 
metrics and customize its platform to achieve a brand’s specific priorities. In one case, 
a Tillster client wants to get new customers in the door, so Tillster is parsing out new 
customers from the rest of its base to give a picture as to whether that is happening. Others 
may want to increase ticket averages or increase repeat visits, while still others want to 
gauge the impact of new promotions or see if testing the order of the menu can affect sales. 

Tillster can offer solutions designed to make those things happen, and measure the results 
to see if those efforts are successful.

The next steps

As the saying goes, you can’t manage what you can’t measure. Restaurant brands need to 
be able to use their digital ordering platform for more than just taking orders. They also need 
to be able to use it to measure success, in ways that matter to all the stakeholders, from 
corporate executives to the franchisees on the front line.
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At the end of the day, it’s not just about adopting a digital ordering solution, it’s also about 
leveraging that solution to build sales, increase profitability and create more jobs (and more 
rewarding jobs).

And that means working with a partner that can help achieve those goals.

Implications of digital ordering metrics

What can operators do with the metrics they obtain, and what are the implications of the data? Here 
are some of the issues they can address:

• Test the way items are displayed on the menu to generate higher revenue through higher priced
or higher margin items.

• Identify how long it takes to prepare orders, both digital and in-house, and time order firing ap-
propriately.

• When looking to add new LTOs or Combos, give your best and most valuable customers early
access to make them feel special and help evangelize the items.

• Look for key trends in items that are often purchased together, and use them for up sells and
cross sells.

Source: Tillster
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